May 24th Tyntesfield
This walk consisted of our regular monthly Fungus Audit at NT Tyntesfield.

Starting at the Car Park, we headed into Farm Plantation and then along the track on to the ridge overlooking the Estate and
past Summerhouse Cottage. We diverted into the woodland past the new children’s playgrounds and through the old, recently
demolished, conifer plantation. The paths around here revealed a good selection of Inkcaps and other soil fungi. An extensive
wait at a large pile of logs allowed us to explore it for the many fungi that had been found before. A sharp right turn led us
through the old Box nursery and down the hill to the House. On the way we saw a beautiful Charcoal Burner. Walking along the
drive, we passed the entry to the house and on to the South Lawns. These were mycologically disappointing., as was Paradise.
Finally we left the Estate through Top Park and the Reception area.
Full details of the fungi found can be seen elsewhere on the NSBFG web site.
Distance 1.8 miles, a few hundred yards short of our MyMarathon target.

May 28th Clevedon Seafront

For our final “lap” we were accompanied by our daughter Alison – the initiator of our MyMarathon walks. With only a short
distance required to reach the “finishing post” we selected to repeat part of Walk 1 – to Clevedon Seafront. Clevedon is not
notable for its sandy beaches but today the tide was high and lots of children enjoyed paddling on the pebbly beach, well away
from the normal dark and sticky mud!. There was no sign of the TV swimmers. We continued to the restored swimming pool
and returned via the Pier, where we enjoyed the customary cup of coffee. A short hike up the hill led us home.
Distance 2.5 miles.
Total MyMarathon Distance 28 miles.

